The discusssed stock&flow-model predicts population dynamics of Crystal Meth addicts related to the price development of drugs, the society and the market that is affected by the popularity of the TV series 'Breaking Bad': The potential impact of the broadcasting of the TV series on the system is tested by using sudden 
Introduction and Motivation of the Model Study

I'll continue to wonder about the long term effects of mainstreaming such a dangerous drug into popular culture'
T N T N Rectanglular boxes depict stocks, that are system components that model quantities that can only change through flows (double arrows) that bring quantities from sources (cloud symbols) into the system or via sinks (cloud symbols) out of the system. The whole chain of sources, flows, stocks and sinks guarantees conservation of mass in the system. Thin singular arrows indicate positive or negative direct dependencies between system components, which can be either constants (greek letters) or variables (latin letters). For further details, see text. Figure 3 -5.
